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Abstract

Unsupervised representation learning has achieved outstanding performances using centralized data available on the Internet. However, the increasing awareness of privacy protection limits sharing of decentralized unlabeled image data that grows explosively in multiple parties (e.g., mobile phones and cameras). As such, a natural problem is how to leverage these data to learn visual representations for downstream tasks while preserving data privacy. To address this problem, we propose a novel federated unsupervised learning framework, FedU. In this framework, each party trains models from unlabeled data independently using contrastive learning with an online network and a target network. Then, a central server aggregates trained models and updates clients’ models with the aggregated model. It preserves data privacy as each party only has access to its raw data. Decentralized data among multiple parties are normally non-independent and identically distributed (non-IID), leading to performance degradation. To tackle this challenge, we propose two simple but effective methods: 1) We design the communication protocol to upload only the encoders of online networks for server aggregation and update them with the aggregated encoder; 2) We introduce a new module to dynamically decide how to update predictors based on the divergence caused by non-IID. The predictor is the other component of the online network. Extensive experiments and ablations demonstrate the effectiveness and significance of FedU. It outperforms training with only one party by over 5% and other methods by over 14% in linear and semi-supervised evaluation on non-IID data.

1. Introduction

Learning good visual representations without supervision is attracting considerable attention in recent years. These visual representations can facilitate efficient training of downstream tasks [29, 24] like image segmentation [19]. Researchers have proposed many unsupervised representation learning methods by designing pretext tasks [5, 37, 22, 6]. Among them, contrastive learning [9, 23] based on instance-level discrimination has achieved the state-of-the-art performance [33, 1, 10, 8, 2]. These unsupervised representation learning methods rely on the assumption that data can be collected and stored in a centralized database, such as images from the Internet.

However, in real-world scenarios, decentralized image data are growing explosively and the data collected in multiple parties may not be centralized due to data privacy regulations [3]. For example, photos taken on phones or images collected from street cameras could contain sensitive information. Centralizing them for training could reveal the identity and locality of individuals [42]. Besides, compared with training representations using only publicly available data from the Internet, representations learned from the actual data may be more representative for downstream tasks applied on similar scenarios. Utilizing the decentralized unlabeled image data to learn representations with privacy guaranteed is an important but overlooked problem.

Existing methods cannot leverage decentralized unlabeled data to learn a generic representation while preserving data privacy. Federated learning is an emerging distributed training technique [21] that have empowered multiple parties to collaboratively learn computer vision models, such as segmentation [18, 28], object detection [20], and person re-identification [42]. But traditional federated learning relies on data labels. Decentralized data is normally non-independent and identically distributed (non-IID), which is one of the key challenges for learning from multiple parties [38, 16]. For example, in real-world street datasets [20], cameras capture diverse two or three out of seven object categories. The state-of-the-art unsupervised learning approaches are effective, but they may not work well with non-IID data, as shown in Figure 1(a). Although Federated Contrastive Averaging (FedCA) [36] addresses the unlabeled and non-IID problems, it imposes potential privacy leakage risks by directly sharing features of clients’ data.

In this paper, we propose a new federated unsupervised representation learning framework, FedU, to learn generic
visual representations collaboratively from decentralized unlabeled data in multiple parties while preserving data privacy. Built on contrastive learning for unlabeled data in each party [8], we propose to centralize the learned representations instead of raw data to a central server to protect data privacy. Each party uses Siamese networks in training: an online network with an online encoder and a predictor; a target network with a target encoder. FedU is not a trivial combination of contrastive learning and federated learning, because we implement two simple but effective methods to tackle the non-IID data problem. As studied in [38], non-IID data causes weight divergence, resulting in performance degradation. Through analyzing the characteristics of the Siamese networks and the impact of non-IID data, we first design a communication protocol to upload only the online encoders of parties for server aggregation and update them with the aggregated global encoder for the next training round. Moreover, we introduce a new module, divergence-aware predictor update (DAPU), to dynamically decide the choice of predictor update based on the degree of divergence. It updates the predictors in multiple parties with the aggregated predictor only when the divergence is smaller than a threshold.

We evaluate FedU on CIFAR datasets [15] using various backbones and settings. Extensive experiments demonstrate that FedU achieves promising results under three evaluation protocols: linear evaluation, semi-supervised learning, and transfer learning. Compared with existing methods, FedU achieves superior performance on all evaluation protocols. Specifically, the representation learned from FedU is much better than the one learned from only one party (Figure 1). It outperforms training with one party by over 5% and other methods by more than 14% under linear and semi-supervised evaluations on non-IID data. We also present ablations to illustrate the intuition and performance of FedU.

In summary, the contributions of the paper are:

• We introduce a new framework, FedU, to address an important but overlooked problem: leveraging unlabeled data from multiple parties to learn visual representations while preserving data privacy.

• We design the communication protocol to only aggregate and update the online encoders by analyzing the impact of non-IID data on Siamese networks.

• We propose a new module, divergence-aware predictor update (DAPU), to dynamically determine how to update predictors based on the degree of divergence caused by non-IID data.

• Extensive experiments and ablations demonstrate the effectiveness and significance of FedU.

2. Related Work

2.1. Unsupervised Representation Learning

The majority of unsupervised representation learning methods fall into two categories: generative and discriminative. Generative methods learn representations by generating pixels mapping to the input space via methods like auto-encoding [31, 13] or adversarial learning [7, 27]. Discriminative methods learn representations by performing proxy tasks, such as image in-painting [26] and solving jigsaw puzzles [22]. Among discriminative approaches, contrastive learning is the state-of-the-art method [33, 1, 10, 8, 2]. Contrastive learning [9, 23] aims to minimize the similarity of positive samples (two different augmentations of the same image), while maximizing the similarity of negative samples (two different images). The negative pairs are either generated from a memory bank like MoCo [10] or from a large batch size like SimCLR [1]. Methods like BYOL [8] and SimSiam [2] even bypass negative pairs and contrast only positive pairs. However, these methods do not perform well with non-IID data. In our proposed FedU, we introduce two methods to tackle the non-IID data challenge.

2.2. Federated Learning

Federated Learning (FL) is an emerging distributed training method that coordinates decentralized clients to train machine learning models [21]. FedAvg [21] is the standard algorithm for FL. Non-IID data is one of the key challenges of FL, which causes weight divergence (Figure 3) and performance drop as discussed in [38]. Many approaches have been proposed to address this challenge, such as sharing a public dataset [38], knowledge distillation [42], or regularizing training in clients [17]. However, researchers investigate these methods under supervised learning, not directly applicable to scenarios where data is unlabeled.

Although several existing works study federated learning with unlabeled data [40, 41], they mainly focus on specific applications. Other methods either bypass the non-IID

3. Methodology

In this section, we first define the problem and then introduce our proposed federated unsupervised representation learning framework (FedU) to address the problems.

3.1. Problem Definition

Before presenting the details of FedU, we define the problem and the assumptions first. Several parties aim to learn a generic representation \( f_\phi \) for various downstream tasks without sharing data among these parties. We denote each party as a client \( k \) containing unlabeled data \( D_k = \{ X_k \} \). The global objective function is \( \min_\phi b(\phi) := \sum_{k=1}^{N} p_k F_k(\phi) \), where \( N \) is the number of clients, \( p_k = \frac{n_k}{n} \), and \( n = \sum_k n_k \) is the total data size. For client \( k \), \( F_k(\phi) := \mathbb{E}_{x_k \sim D_k} [h_k(\phi; x_k)] \) is the expected loss over data distribution \( D_k \), where \( x_k \) is the data and \( h_k(\phi; x_k) \) represents the loss function to train models.

A key challenge is that data among decentralized clients are likely to be non-IID. For example, each client could contain only two out of seven object categories in real-world street datasets [20]. As discussed in [38], non-IID data causes weight divergence (illustrated in Figure 3). Training with non-IID data in one client using existing unsupervised learning methods could result in a poor representation, as shown in Figure 1(a). Besides, we cannot centralize data from clients to construct a big dataset due to privacy constraints. In this paper, we aim to leverage the growing amount of unlabeled image data from multiple parties to learn a generic representation \( f_\phi \) without privacy leakage.

3.2. FedU Overview

Figure 2 presents the overview of our proposed framework, FedU, which tackles the problem defined above. FedU instructs a server to coordinate multiple clients with unlabeled data to train a generic representation \( f_\phi \). It follows the proposed communication protocol to upload the online encoder \( f_\hat{\phi} \) for server aggregation and update them with the global encoder \( f_\phi \). Besides, FedU introduces a new divergence-aware predictor update (DAPU) module to address the non-IID data challenge.

Before presenting technical details, we introduce each round’s training pipeline of FedU with following stages: (1) **Local training**: each client \( k \) conducts unsupervised representation learning with contrastive loss (Equation 1), obtaining an online network with an online encoder \( f^1_\phi \) and a predictor \( p^1_\phi \), as well as a target network with a target encoder \( f^2_\phi \). (2) **Model Upload**: Each client \( k \) uploads the online encoder \( f^1_\phi \) and the predictor \( p^1_\phi \) to the server. (3) **Model Aggregation**: The server aggregates clients’ online encoders and predictors to obtain a new global encoder with \( f_\phi = \sum_{k=1}^{N} \frac{n_k}{n} f^k_\phi \) and a new global predictor with
Figure 3. Illustration of weight divergence caused by non-IID data studied in [38]. Federated learning on non-IID data leads to significant divergence from the centralized training.

\[ p_\phi = \sum_{k=1}^{N} \frac{n_k}{n} p_k^k, \]  

where \( n_k \) is the data volume of client \( k \) and \( n \) is the total data volume of \( N \) clients. (4) Model Update: The server sends the global encoder \( f_\phi \) and predictor \( p_\phi \) to all clients. Each client updates its online encoder \( f_\phi \) with the global encoder \( f_\phi \) and uses DAPU to dynamically decide whether updating local predictor \( p_\theta \) with the global predictor \( p_\phi \) (Equation 3). We summarize FedU in Algorithm 1. Next, we present the details of local training, the communication protocol, and DAPU.

### 3.3. Local Training

In local training, each client conducts contrastive learning with asymmetric Siamese networks: an online network and a target network, adopted from BYOL [8]. Traditional federated learning only needs one network in each client to perform supervised training. However, as data is unlabeled, FedU requires two networks to generate positive pairs from two augmentations of an image for contrastive learning. The online network consists of an online encoder \( f_\phi \) and a predictor \( p_\phi \). The target network only contains a target encoder \( f_\xi \), and \( f_\phi \) and \( f_\xi \) share the same architecture but differ in parameters.

Local training starts from taking two augmentations \( t \) and \( t' \) of the input image \( x \). They are the inputs of the online and target networks, respectively. The role of the online network is to learn from the unlabeled data. We update its parameters \( \theta \) with contrastive loss:

\[ L_\theta, \xi \triangleq \left\| y - y' \right\|_2^2 \triangleq 2 - 2 \cdot \frac{\left\langle y, y' \right\rangle}{\left\| y \right\|_2 \cdot \left\| y' \right\|_2}, \]  

where \( y \triangleq p_\theta(f_\phi(t)) \) is the output of the online network and \( y' \triangleq f_\xi(t') \) is the output of the target network. The role of the target network is to generate a positive regression target for the online network to contrast. Instead of updating with gradient descent, its parameters \( \xi \) are updated with the exponential moving average (EMA) of the online encoder’s parameters \( \theta \) in every batch:

\[ \xi = m\xi + (1 - m)\theta, \]  

where \( m \in [0, 1] \) is the decay rate.

Each client trains \( E \) local epochs and then uploads model updates to the server. The communication protocol between the server and clients requires careful considerations to mitigate the adverse impact of non-IID data.

### 3.4. Communication Protocol

FedU requires bidirectional communication between the server and the clients. In the model upload stage, clients send models to the server for aggregation. In the model update stage, the server distributes the aggregated model to clients and updates clients’ local models. As FedU performs local training with two models of the same architecture, it leads to important design decisions on the communication protocol: (1) Which encoder (online or target) to upload for aggregation? (2) Which encoder (online, target, or both) to update with the aggregated encoder from the server?

We analyze the characteristics of both encoders and hy-
pothesize that it is desirable to aggregate and update the online encoder. The target encoder is the exponential averaging of the online encoder, denoting the historical representation of a client. The online encoder is constantly updated from back-propagation in every training step, representing the latest representation of a client. Although both encoders capture local data characteristics, we argue that the latest representation learned in the online encoder is more representative of local data distribution. Thus, uploading the online encoder for server aggregation can better capture the characteristics of non-IID data.

In the model update stage, the online encoder also plays an important role. The server aggregated global encoder \( f_\phi \) is the average of encoders from clients, so it has better generalizability. As the target encoder produces regression targets for the online encoder to contrast, we should not only update the target encoder with a more general global model \( f_\phi \) because it would decrease its capability of providing local-representative targets. Updating both the online and target encoders could work, but it means that the local training of each client needs to adapt the general global model \( f_\phi \) to non-IID local data again. Hence, we only update the online encoder \( f_\phi \) with the global encoder \( f_\phi \) while keeping the parameters of the target encoder for stable regression targets. Our ablation study of the online and target encoders (Table 4) validates our hypothesis — using the online encoder for aggregation and update.

### 3.5. Divergence-aware Predictor Update

Apart from considering the encoders for the communication protocol, another vital design choice is whether clients should update the predictors with the global predictor in every training round. Inspired by [38] that non-IID data causes weight divergence (Figure 3), we propose a new module, divergence-aware predictor update (DAPU), to dynamically decide whether updating the local predictor \( p_0 \) with the aggregated predictor \( p_\phi \). We make the decision based on the degree of divergence and formulate it as:

\[
p_0 = \begin{cases} 
  p_\phi & \text{if } \|\theta^r - \phi^{r-1}\|^2 < \mu \\
  p_0 & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

where \( \mu \) is a controllable threshold. \( \theta^r \) and \( \phi^{r-1} \) represents the parameters of the online encoder in round \( r \) and the global encoder in round \( r - 1 \) respectively. As local encoder parameters \( \theta^{r-1} \) is updated with the global encoder parameters \( \phi^{r-1} \), \( \|\theta^r - \phi^{r-1}\|^2 \) measures the divergence of model parameters occurred in local training.

The intuition of DAPU is that clients update the predictors with the local predictor \( p_0 \) when divergence is large and update them with the global predictor \( p_\phi \) when divergence is small. The predictor is the last layer of the online network. Based on the study of characteristics of layers of convolutional neural network [34], the last layer captures information that is most related to specific classes and objects in the dataset. Since local data in clients is non-IID, the predictors \( p_0 \) of clients could have large variances. Simply updating predictors in clients with the global predictor \( p_\phi \) could have side effects on learning. While on the other hand, always updating with local predictors limits clients’ generalizability. Hence, we propose to dynamically update it with global predictor \( p_\phi \) only when the divergence is small.

### 4. Experimental Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the representation \( f_\phi \) learned by FedU on CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100 [15]. We first explain the experiment setup. Then we assess the representation in linear evaluation, semi-supervised learning, and transfer capabilities to other datasets.

#### 4.1. Experiment Setup

**Datasets and Federated Simulations** For linear and semi-supervised evaluation, we use CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100 [15] datasets. Both contain 50,000 training images and 10,000 testing images. CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100 contain 10 classes and 100 classes with an equal number of images per class, respectively. For transfer learning evaluation, we train on the Mini-ImageNet dataset [32]. Mini-ImageNet contains 60,000 images in 100 classes extracted from ImageNet [4]. To simulate \( K \) clients, we divide training sets into \( K \) partitions. For IID simulation, each client contains an equal number of images of all classes. For non-IID simulation, each client contains \( \frac{10}{K} \) CIFAR-10 classes and \( \frac{100}{K} \) CIFAR-100/Mini-ImageNet classes.

**Implementation Details** We implement FedU in Python using EasyFL [39] based on PyTorch [25] framework. We simulate \( K \) clients of training using \( K \) NVIDIA® V100 GPUs, one GPU for one client. The server and clients communicate through PyTorch communication backend. We use ResNet-18 and ResNet-50 [11] as the network architecture for the encoders and use a multi-layer perceptron (MLP) as the predictor. For fair comparison with other methods, we run experiments with \( K = 5 \) clients for \( R = 100 \) training rounds, where each client performs \( E = 5 \) local epochs in each round. We use the threshold \( \mu = 0.4 \) and \( \mu = 0.6 \) for CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100 experiments, respectively. For ablation studies, each client conducts \( E = 1 \) local epochs in each round for \( R = 800 \) rounds. We use decay rate \( m = 0.99 \), batch size \( B = 128 \), and SGD as optimizer with learning rate \( \eta = 0.032 \).

#### 4.2. Linear Evaluation

We evaluate the representation learned from FedU using linear evaluation on CIFAR datasets, following the linear evaluation protocol described in [14, 8]: We first train a model without supervision using FedU and other baseline
methods for 100 epochs; Next, we froze the model parameters of the backbone and train a new classifier on top of it for another 100 epochs. The following are the compared methods: (1) Single Client Training: each client learns a representation with their local data for 500 epochs using BYOL [8]; (2) FedSimCLR: simply combine federated learning and SimCLR [1] from paper [36]; (3) FedSimSiam: combine federated learning with SimSiam [2] (use SimSiam for local training instead of our method); (4) FedCA: the method proposed in [36]. All the experiments are conducted under the same settings. Besides, we also compare FedU with two potential upper bound methods: centralized unsupervised learning using BYOL [8] and supervised federated learning with FedAvg [21].

Table 1 reports the performance of these methods with different backbones, datasets, and under both IID and non-IID settings. It shows that FedU achieves better performance than other methods on linear evaluation. Specifically, it outperforms the existing method FedCA [36] by at least 14% and outperforms the single client training by more than 5% on non-IID settings. Compared with the theoretical upper-bound methods BYOL and FedAvg, FedU outperforms them on non-IID CIFAR-10 data. Besides, the results show that the performance of FedU increases using deeper backbones (ResNet-50 vs. ResNet-18 [11]).

4.3. Semi-Supervised Learning

We evaluate the representation learned from FedU on the semi-supervised protocol described in [35, 1], targeting the federated scenarios that only a small subset of data are labeled. We consider two semi-supervised learning settings: 1% or 10% are labeled. We first obtain the representations using FedU and other methods without the labeled data. Then, instead of fixing the model, we fine-tune the whole model with an additional new classifier in the semi-supervised protocol using the labeled data for 100 epochs. The methods compared are similar to the ones defined in the linear evaluation section.

As reported in Table 2, FedU outperforms other methods except centralized training on semi-supervised evaluation protocol. Supervised federated learning with FedAvg using only 1% or 10% of data has poor performance. On evaluation using the CIFAR-10 dataset, it outperforms FedCA [36] by more than 22% on IID data and more than 40% on

### Table 1. Top-1 accuracy (%) comparison under the linear evaluation protocol on IID and non-IID settings of CIFAR datasets. Our proposed FedU outperforms other methods. It even outperforms supervised federated learning (FedAvg) on the non-IID setting of CIFAR-10 dataset.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Architecture</th>
<th>Param.</th>
<th>CIFAR-10</th>
<th>CIFAR-100</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>IID</td>
<td>Non-IID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single client training</td>
<td>ResNet-18</td>
<td>11M</td>
<td>81.24</td>
<td>71.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single client training</td>
<td>ResNet-50</td>
<td>23M</td>
<td>83.16</td>
<td>77.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FedSimCLR [1] [36]</td>
<td>ResNet-50</td>
<td>23M</td>
<td>68.10</td>
<td>64.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FedCA [36]</td>
<td>ResNet-50</td>
<td>23M</td>
<td>71.25</td>
<td>68.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FedSimSiam [2]</td>
<td>ResNet-50</td>
<td>23M</td>
<td>79.64</td>
<td>76.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FedU (ours)</td>
<td>ResNet-18</td>
<td>11M</td>
<td>85.21</td>
<td>78.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FedU (ours)</td>
<td>ResNet-50</td>
<td>23M</td>
<td>86.48</td>
<td>83.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BYOL [8] (Centralized)</td>
<td>ResNet-50</td>
<td>23M</td>
<td>86.48</td>
<td>83.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2. Top-1 accuracy (%) comparison under semi-supervised protocol using 1% and 10% of CIFAR datasets for fine-tuning. FedU outperforms other methods except the upper-bound — centralized unsupervised learning (BYOL).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Architecture</th>
<th>Param.</th>
<th>CIFAR-10</th>
<th>CIFAR-100</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single client training</td>
<td>ResNet-18</td>
<td>11M</td>
<td>74.76</td>
<td>78.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single client training</td>
<td>ResNet-50</td>
<td>23M</td>
<td>74.80</td>
<td>80.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FedSimCLR [1] [36]</td>
<td>ResNet-50</td>
<td>23M</td>
<td>50.00</td>
<td>60.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FedCA [36]</td>
<td>ResNet-50</td>
<td>23M</td>
<td>50.67</td>
<td>61.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FedU (ours)</td>
<td>ResNet-18</td>
<td>11M</td>
<td>79.40</td>
<td>82.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FedU (ours)</td>
<td>ResNet-50</td>
<td>23M</td>
<td>79.44</td>
<td>83.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BYOL [8] (Centralized)</td>
<td>ResNet-50</td>
<td>23M</td>
<td>89.07</td>
<td>89.66</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Upper-bound methods: centralized unsupervised learning and supervised federated learning

- FedAvg [21] (Supervised)
- BYOL [8] (Centralized)
non-IID data. Besides, it consistently outperforms single client training by around 3\% regardless of the settings.

4.4. Transfer Learning

We assess the generalizability of representations learned from FedU by evaluating the learned representations on different classification datasets. Specifically, we learn representations on the Mini-ImageNet [32] dataset and evaluate how well they can be transferred to CIFAR datasets. After training, we fine-tune representations on the target datasets for 100 epochs.

Table 3 compares the transfer learning results using ResNet-50 [11]. Even though FedU only slightly outperforms FedCA on the CIFAR-10 dataset because even the random initialization can achieve relatively good performance, it achieves much better performance on the CIFAR-100 dataset, the closest to centralized unsupervised representation learning.

5. Ablation Study

In this section, we conduct ablation studies on the communication protocol, divergence-aware predictor update (DAPU), and hyperparameters of FedU. These ablations give intuitions of FedU’s behavior and performance.

5.1. Online Encoder vs. Target Encoder

In Section 3.4, FedU uploads the online encoders for aggregation and updates clients’ online encoders with the aggregated global encoder. To empirically verify this hypothesis, we conduct training with twelve combinations of the encoder to upload (online or target encoder), the encoder to update (online, target, or both), and the choice of the predictor (local or global predictor) using ResNet-50 on the CIFAR-10 non-IID setting. Local/global predictor means that clients always update the predictor with parameters of the local/global predictor.

As shown in Table 4, aggregating and updating the online encoder achieves the best performance, regardless of the choice of the predictor. Besides, we compare the t-SNE visualization of representations in Figure 4. Aggregating and updating the online encoder (Figure 4(c)) achieves better clustering results than Figure 4(a) and Figure 4(b). These results further verify our hypothesis on the behaviors and intuitions of encoders in clients. The target encoder provides regression targets for the online encoder, so only updating it results in poor performance. Updating both the online and target encoders achieves competitive results, but it is not comparable to the best performance.
5.2. Divergence-aware Predictor Update

FedU contains a new module, divergence-aware predictor update (DAPU), to dynamically update clients’ predictors with either their local predictors $p_0$ or the global predictor $p_\phi$. To understand the effectiveness of DAPU for non-IID data, we compare DAPU with two static update methods: always updating with the local predictor $p_0$ and always updating with the global predictor $p_\phi$. Besides, we also evaluate the impact of threshold $\mu$. By default, we aggregate and update the online encoders.

**Compare with Other Model Update Methods** Figure 5(a) demonstrates that DAPU outperforms the other two model update methods by around 5%, under non-IID setting on CIFAR datasets. Moreover, the t-SNE visualization of representations of FedU with DAPU (Figure 4(d)) is better than always updating with the local predictor (Figure 4(c)). These results demonstrate that our proposed DAPU is effective and significant. Next, we present the ablations on the values of threshold $\mu$.

**Impact of Threshold** Figure 5(b) compares the impact of values of $\mu$ on the CIFAR-10 dataset. FedU reaches the best performance when $\mu = 0.2$. As discussed in Section 3.4, the global encoder is the average of online encoders and the online encoders are updated with it in the next round. The divergence between the global encoder $\phi^r$ and online encoder $\theta^r$ reduces as training proceeds because the encoders obtain higher generalizability and converge gradually. Hence, an optimal threshold $\mu$ exists to balance updating with the local predictor $p_0$ or the global predictor $p_\phi$. On the one hand, large $\mu$ results in updating with the global predictor too early when the divergence is still significant. On the other hand, small $\mu$ results in updating with the global predictor too late. Despite that the impact of divergence varies depending on datasets, these results also hold for the CIFAR-100 dataset (provided in the supplementary).

5.3. Analysis of FedU

**Impact of Local Epoch** Local epochs $E$ represents the trade-off between accuracy and communication-cost. We measure the impact of different numbers of $E$ by fixing the total computation executed in each client to be 500 epochs. As such, for each training round, each client trains $E$ epochs locally and then transmits the model updates to the server. The total communication rounds are $500 \frac{R}{E}$. Figure 6(a) illustrates that the accuracy decreases as $E$ increases. Smaller local epoch $E$ achieves better performance but causes higher communication costs. In scenarios that network bandwidth is not bounded, we suggest using $E = 1$ as the default configuration for better performance.

**Impact of Training Rounds** We investigate the impact of training rounds by fixing $E = 1$ and varies total training rounds $R$ from 100 to 800. Figure 6(b) shows that increasing total training rounds results in better performance. The accuracy improvement is especially significant when the number of total training rounds is small. FedU outperforms other methods with $R = 100$ in Section 4, though the accuracy can be further improved by increasing $R$.

6. Conclusion

In this work, we introduce a new framework, FedU, to learn generic representations from multiple parties by leveraging decentralized unlabeled data. It includes two simple but effective methods to tackle the non-IID challenge of decentralized data. Firstly, we design the communication protocol to aggregate and update the online encoders. Secondly, we propose a novel module, divergence-aware predictor update (DAPU), to dynamically decide how to update the predictors. We extensively evaluate FedU and conducts ablation studies to illustrate the intuitions and behaviors of the framework. FedU outperforms existing methods on all evaluation protocols. For future work, we will consider applying FedU on larger scale datasets and evaluating specific application scenarios. We hope that FedU will encourage the community to explore learning visual representations from decentralized data under privacy constraints.
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